Watch highlights of the 2019 edition of Art Basel in Basel, which drew to a highly successful close on Sunday.

In this new video, select gallerists share insights into some of the artworks they exhibited this year. Learn from the experts as Alexander Gray discusses Joan Semmel's largest ever painting, Tornabuoni Art's Ermanno Rivetti presents Alighiero Boetti's acclaimed 'Mappe' series, and Salon 94's Jeanne Greenberg Rohatyn sheds light on the origins of Huma Bhabha's colossus We Come In Peace (2018), presented in the Unlimited sector. Also featured are Galerie Buchholz's Peter Curie on Wolfgang Tillmans, Galerie 1900-2000's David Fleiss on his favorite Picabia, and P.P.O.W.'s Wendy Olsoff on the feminist icon Carolee Schneemann.

Discover these and many more – and share memories using the hashtag #artbasel. The next Art Basel show will take place in Miami Beach from December 5-8, 2019.